HOW DO
YOU PLAN
FOR
UNCERTAIN
TIMES?
COACH DONNA
FLEETWOOD

IS IT
DIFFICULT FOR
YOU TO PLAN
RIGHT NOW?

Check Out These Monkey
Mind Symptoms Around
Planning…

• Vagueness
• Scarcity
• Talking of the Past or Future as
if it’s the Present
• Resignation
• Making Excuses
• Fragmentation
• Qualifying Statements
• Being Paranoid…and more…

Remember the
Walt Disney
System…

Dream in a way where the sky is the
limit!
Stalled? Do a dream board.
Brainstorm with a friend or coach.
Remember that your dream is not a
goal at this point. It is light and
floating out there. It’s a vision…full
of imagination and feeling.
Planning with goals will bring it into
reality.

Where is your dream on
the “Convince-O-Meter?”

• How convinced are you that the dream is
possible?
• Where might you be able to give up your
opinions about what it should look like?
• Am you willing to have a conversation
with your coach about what’s possible
and what a small sweet step would be?
• Am you willing to get out of your comfort
zone to become inspired and revitalized?

Uncertainty is Part of ALL Planning
Stay True to Your
Life Intentions
and Big Dreams

Focus on the
Knowns

Trust the Process

Don’t Panic

Check Your
Financial Plan

Avoid Herd
Mentality

Instill Hope in
Others

Stay Close to
Your Market

The Navigation System will guide you but allow
for unexpected changes by correcting course.

Develop Your
Plan as a
Navigation
System

• Prepare for multiple Outcomes. What are
some multiple outcomes you could plan for
in the next 6 months?
• Recognize Opportunities for Growth. Would
you want to be an expert on an aspect of
your business? Or buy and investment
property?
• Know Your Numbers. Without this important
metric, you are flying by the seat of your
pants.

A Plan Changes Your Life Story

Live out the story of your
imagination. Too many
agents stay at the same
level because they cannot
imagine a personal future,
hence they don’t plan.

You don’t have to know
what the world will be doing
in order to plan your own
personal narrative. People
will always be moving,
buying, and selling.

How can I make this dream happen?
What are the main chunks or sections of this dream?
Do they follow each other.

What
Questions
Should You
Consider?

What steps must I take to make each chunk happen?
Why is this step necessary? And this one? And this one?
What resources (time, people, money, etc) do I need to
make it happen?
What will I see and hear that will be evidence that each
chunk has been achieved?
What will I see and hear that will be evidence that the
dream has been achieved?

Let’s Pretend that ”Your Dream”
is to be a Successful Entrepreneur
• You have already become clear on what that
vision will look like when it happens. Perhaps
you are invited to speak at NAR. Perhaps
your P&L is so good that you can see
retirement in sight.
• How can you make this dream happen? (P.S.
This is why you fill out the mid year review).
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________

What are the
big chunks
of this plan?

Reach 20%
growth in the
next 6 months

Have a target
amount of
money saved.

Understand your
Profit and Loss.

Hire an Admin
person.

Hire a pro!
(atty,accountant,
coach)

Open your own
company

Each of the Big Chunks Becomes a SMART
Goal
Goal #1- Know my P&L by the end of 2021
Task-Hire a bookkeeper by….
Task-Go through expenses and eliminate waste by….
Task-Review last year’s tax return by….
Task-Take Financial Peace University by….
Task-Open a separate business account by….

Put the tasks in your calendar and on your Kanban. Make sure to take
some time to visualize the feeling of knowing your profit and loss and
being in control of your finances.

•

“Always plan ahead. It wasn’t raining when Noah built the
ark.” ― Richard Cushing, American prelate of the Roman
Catholic Church

•

“Every minute you spend in planning saves 10 minutes in
execution; this gives you a 1,000 percent return on
energy!” ― Brian Tracy, author and motivational speaker.

•

“You can always amend a big plan, but you can never
expand a little one. I don’t believe in little plans. I believe in
plans big enough to meet a situation which we can’t
possibly foresee now.” ― Harry S. Truman, former U.S.
President

•

•

Great Quotes
on Planning

“Create a definite plan for carrying out your desire and
begin at once, whether you ready or not, to put this plan
into action.” ― Napoleon Hill, author
“The reason most people never reach their goals is that
they don’t define them, or ever seriously consider them as
believable or achievable. Winners can tell you where they
are going, what they plan to do along the way, and who
will be sharing the adventure with them.” ― Denis Waitley,
writer and motivational speaker

